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1. grammar (英文法) 2. idioms (熟語)  

Is English Difficult? 
 

Many students think 

English is difficult, but 

most students do not 

practice English: most 

students only study 

grammar1 or idioms.2 

Grammar and idioms are important, but 

they are not the most important thing for 

learning English.  

 

For example, when you were a baby, did you 

study Japanese grammar and idioms before you 

spoke Japanese? The answer is “no”. I did not 

study English Grammar or English Idioms before 

I spoke English.  

 

You do not study walking or running before 

you learn to walk. When you learn to walk, you 

practice crawling and you practice standing up, 

and you practice taking steps, and finally you 

can walk.  So you must practice listening to 

English, speaking English, Reading English, and 

Writing English too. If you want to learn any 

skill, you must practice it.  

 

In English, Grammar can't always help you. 

Because English grammar only tells you 

generally how English works, not the way 

English always works. So only studying 

grammar is like reading about how to walk 

without ever practicing. 

 

If you can speak a little English and listen to 

a little English, it will make reading and writing 

much easier. That is how your brain works.  

 

How can you practice English? 

1. Make flashcards. Flashcards are the best way 

to learn vocabulary, and to practice language 

patterns. Put Japanese on one side and English 

on the other side, then memorize every word. 

 

2. Listen to English music. Maybe you can sing 

some English songs, but do you know what the 

words mean? Find the words to an English song 

you like and then see if you can understand 

them—this will help you with your listening 

ability. The words in a song are called the “lyrics” 

 

3. Learn to pronounce basic English sounds. If 

you use real English sounds, it’s not too difficult 

to understand English. カタカナイングリシュ  

cannot help you learn to speak or listen to real 

English. 

 

4. Talk to me. If you see me at school or at the 

store, say hello to me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions: 

 

1.  Are grammar and idioms the most important 

part of learning English? 

2.  When you were a baby, did you study 

grammar and idioms? 

3.  Can you speak Japanese? 

4.  What are the four ways to practice English? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


